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IN THE MIDDLE AGES, TAR WAS THE ONLY
KNOWN METHOD OF PRESERVING WOOD. IT
IS STILL THE BEST.
Extracting tar from wood has an almost unimaginably long
history. There are indications that the Neanderthals used
tar. Much later, yet still 7,000 years ago, tar was used in
Mesopotamia. Since then, many more have discovered the
protective properties of pine tar – from the ancient Greeks
to the Vikings. And since 1928, Auson has continued the
tradition. Today, pine tar is mainly used for houses. It’s a
good idea.
During the Middle Ages, tar became a Swedish export
product, and it grew into an important commodity in the
centuries that followed. In the 17th and 18th centuries,
Sweden was the world’s leading producer of tar, and
essentially controlled a monopoly for a period of time. We
had plenty of forest. We still do. Demand grew steadily,
and not just abroad. Domestic demand was considerable,
but since tar was such an important export, the state
encouraged Swedes to start using distemper paint instead.
The propaganda was successful and, as a result, red
distemper paint became dominant, despite its greatly
inferior ability to protect and preserve. And that was that.

What we today describe as Swedish red paint is actually a
meagre substitute for the genuine, original product.
Auson’s Red Tar is the origin of all Swedish red paints. The
original red paint. It consists of tar, red colour pigments,
and gum turpentine, which is also extracted from wood.
The same is true of our Black Tar, it’s the ancestor of all
Swedish black paints. Tar is the most authentic way to
treat wood in order to preserve it. This is why many of our
oldest and most valuable cultural buildings are painted
with tar paint. There is no better, more natural, and more
sustainable way of preserving living wood. And there is no
more beautiful way, either.
The history of humankind is exciting. Today, an evergrowing number of people are concerned about
sustainability. A thousand years ago everything was
organic. Now it is the exception. But the original is still
organic. Auson’s tar paints are a tribute to sustainability,
beauty, and the Swedish forest.
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Dream House in Vallda Sandö received a new ‘winter coat’ after being painted with Black Tar.
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Skogsgläntan nursery school in Tranås painted with Vitriol Pine tar to blend into the environment.

FALL IN LOVE
WITH OUR TAR PAINTS
Tar is a product that is just as natural as the wood from which
it comes. Here at Auson, we produce nature’s own paint in
six shades from tar. Organic, sustainable, and – above all –
beautiful paints that also take care of the wood. Tar provides
the natural substances used by trees in the forest to protect
themselves from moulds and wood-decay fungi.
Auson produces paints made from pine tar, colour pigments,
and gum turpentine, which also come from trees. It doesn’t get
more natural than this. The result is a paint that protects and
strengthens the wood of your house, your patio or your jetty.
If you have previously used distemper paint, you can paint over
it with our much more resistant tar paints. Choose from Red Tar,
Black Tar, Green Tar, Brown Tar, Black-Brown Tar, and Vitriol Pine
tar. They all produce a long-lasting result that ages beautifully.
And you get their lovely tar smell free of charge. Auson’s paints
are nature’s own. They are paints to fall in love with.

Hallandslänga in Vallda painted with Red Tar.
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IN THE COUNTRYSIDE
CLOSE TO TOWN
- THERE’S RED PAINT AND
THEN THERE’S RED PAINT
The Jewert family live in the countryside yet not
too far from civilisation and transport links. The
village of Vallda is located close to the sea and the
area has been recognised for its cultural heritage,
which means extra requirements when it comes
to the paint used. The architect-designed loosetimber house is a modern take on a Hallandslänga
– a house typical of the county of Halland, making
red paint the natural choice for better or worse,
as the most common red paint is a distemper
paint that cannot withstand the elements and
wind particularly well. Anna Jewert explains:
“We live five minutes from the town of Kungsbacka, and the
sea isn’t far away either. This means that the west side of
the house is particularly exposed, and we’ve had to paint
it every three years since we moved here in 2004. We were
getting fed up of it and so started looking for another solution. And we found one not too far away – in Kungsbacka!
We were delighted to stumble across Auson Red Tar. After
all, Red Tar is a more traditional paint and, best of all, we
could use it to paint over distemper paint. We’ve just finished painting the house with red pine tar and we couldn’t
be happier! Most importantly, it really does look good, not to
mention the wonderful smell of pine tar. And we’re looking
forward to not having to keep repainting. After all, red pine
tar is much more resistant.”
Here at Auson we can’t help but agree. The Jewert family’s
home in Vallda is undeniably beautiful, combining both the
modern and the traditional. Just like our Red Tar.
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TIPS FROM
THE JEWERT FAMILY
Paint early in the season because the
drying time is longer than ‘regular’ paints.
Paint on warm days – the paint runs more
smoothly then.
Red Tar adheres well, so make sure
to protect/cover surfaces that are not
being painted.

THE JEWERT FAMILY
Members: Anna Jewert, Jonas Johansson
and daughter Elsa Jewert.
Occupations: Both Anna and Jonas work in
the logistics industry.
Reside in: Vallda
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RED TAR

VITRIOL
PINE TAR

BLACK TAR

Auson Red Pine Tar is based on our classics

Auson Black Pine Tar is a genuine pine tar

Auson Vitriol Pine Tar is a thin tar glaze that

Genuine Pine Tar and Iron Oxide. It gives

reinforced with black pigment, which ensures

produces a stylish and modern grey colour.

the home exteriors the traditional red colour

a lovely matte colour in addition to protection

The colour will initially look brownish since

that has been popular in Sweden since time

from rot, mould and desiccation. The classic

the pine tar first sits on the surface along with

immemorial.

black colour is perfect for modern wooden

the pigment. But even on the first application,

It also provides the best protection from wind

houses, fences or boathouses. Dilute with

it penetrates the wood to protect it from

and weather. Red Tar is perfect for both classic

approx. 20% gum turpentine for unplaned

moisture, while the grey pigment remains on

summer cottages with white house corners

wood. Planed wood requires a dilution of

the surface. The end result is a stylish grey

and wooden houses with modern architecture

between 30 and 40%. You can use Black Tar

colour that blends in with nature and protects

and colour schemes. Dilute with approx. 20%

on wood that has previously been treated

the wood. Vitriol Pine tar contains gum

gum turpentine for unplaned wood. Planed

with distemper paint.

turpentine. You can use Tar Vitriol on wood

wood requires a dilution of between 30 and
40%. You can use Red Tar on wood that has
previously been treated with distemper paint.

that has previously been treated with iron
Coverage: 5–8 m2/litre depending on the surface.

vitriol.
Coverage: 6–10 m2/litre depending on the surface.

Coverage: 5–8 m /litre depending on the surface.
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VOLUME
ITEM NO.
0.9 L TIN�����������������������������������������������������60510401
2.7 L TIN�����������������������������������������������������60510473
9 L TIN��������������������������������������������������������60510556
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VOLUME
ITEM NO.
0.9 L TIN�����������������������������������������������������60500401
2.7 L TIN�����������������������������������������������������60500473
9 L TIN��������������������������������������������������������60500556

SIZE
ART. NO.
1 L TIN......................................................60590401
3 L TIN......................................................60590473
10 L TIN....................................................60590556

THE AR
C H OCI CH IET E C T ’ S

NEW!

BROWN
PINE TAR

GREEN BLACK-BROWN
PINE TAR PINE TAR

Auson Brown Pine Tar is a classic pine tar.

Auson Green Pine Tar is a genuine pine tar

Auson Black-Brown Pine Tar is a black tar with

The brown colour has its origins in the national

reinforced with green pigment, which ensures

a touch of brown. Black-Brown Tar produces

romantic period of the early 20th century. Now,

a lovely matte colour in addition to protection

a black colour that is slightly softer than Auson

more than 100 years later, brown wood exte-

from rot, mould and desiccation. The classic

Black Tar. We call Black-Brown Tar the Archi-

riors have once again become popular. Brown

green hue is perfectly suited to both houses

tect’s Choice. It provides the same protection

Tar gives a matte brown colour and a beautiful

and fences. Dilute with approx. 20% gum

against decay, mould, and desiccation as all

wood surface. And, of course, the pine tar of-

turpentine for unplaned wood. Planed wood

our other tar paints. The softer black colour

fers protection from strong sunlight, moisture,

requires a dilution of between 30 and 40%.

matches well with modern wooden houses,

mould and rot. Dilute with approx. 20% gum

You can use Green Tar on wood that has

as well as fences and boathouses. Dilute with

turpentine for unplaned wood. Planed wood

previously been treated with distemper paint.

20% gum turpentine for unplaned wood and

requires a dilution of between 30 and 40%.
You can use Brown Tar on wood that has previously been treated with distemper paint.

30-40% for planed wood. If you have previously
Coverage: 5–8 m2/litre depending on the surface.

Coverage: 5–8 m2/litre depending on the surface.

VOLUME
ITEM NO.
0.9 L TIN�����������������������������������������������������60530401
2.7 L TIN�����������������������������������������������������60530473
9 L TIN��������������������������������������������������������60530556

used distemper paint, you can paint over it
with Black-Brown Tar.
Coverage: 5–8 m2/litre depending on the surface.

VOLUME
ITEM NO.
0.9 L TIN�����������������������������������������������������60550401
2.7 L TIN�����������������������������������������������������60550473
9 L TIN��������������������������������������������������������60550556

VOLUME
ITEM NO.
0.9 L TIN���������������������������������������������������� 60504401
2.7 L TIN�����������������������������������������������������60504473
9 L TIN��������������������������������������������������������60504556
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GENUINE
PINE TAR

ROSLAG
MAHOGANY

IMPREX

Auson Genuine Pine Tar is the ancestor of

Auson Roslag Mahogany is a low-viscosity

Auson Imprex is special light-coloured tar

the pigmented pine tars. Genuine Pine Tar

tar glaze that provides a darker mahogany

containing tall oil, and takes on a glaze-like

is traditional kilned pine tar and is perfectly

tone. It is based on an old Swedish recipe

quality with time. It gives a natural beautiful

suited to modern wooden houses, timber

consisting of Genuine Pine Tar, linseed oil and

wood surface that is ideal for treating boats,

houses, wooden roofs, jetties and other

gum turpentine. Since Roslag Mahogany has

shingled roofs and wooden buildings, for

outdoor wooden structures. It also has good

a very low viscosity, it should be applied in two

example. The tar has good penetration

penetration on unplaned wood. Genuine Pine

thin coats. Remember to let the surface dry

properties, preserves the wood and makes

Tar has healing properties and works well on,

thoroughly between coats. Feel free to use

the surface water-repellent.

among other things, the hooves of horses

Auson Roslag Mahogany on jetties, boats,

and other animals. By diluting with gum

shingled roofs and, of course, on different

turpentine or heating the tar, you can enable

types of wooden buildings.

Coverage: 2–4 m2/litre

faster penetration in the wood and make it
less sticky. An old recipe for wood treatment
is one-third each of Genuine Pine Tar, gum

Coverage: 6–12 m2/litre depending
on the surface.

turpentine and boiled or raw linseed oil.
Coverage: 2–4 m2/litre depending on the surface.

VOLUME
ITEM NO.
1 L TIN������������������������������������������������������� 60100441
3 L TIN������������������������������������������������������� 60100473
10 L TIN����������������������������������������������������� 60100556
200 KG DRUM������������������������������������������� 60100743
1,000 L BARREL���������������������������������������� 60100800
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VOLUME
ITEM NO.
1 L TIN������������������������������������������������������� 60301401
3 L TIN������������������������������������������������������� 60301473
10 L TIN����������������������������������������������������� 60301556

SIZE
ART. NO.
1 L TIN......................................................61100411
3 L TIN......................................................61100473
10 L TIN....................................................61100556
200 KG DRUM..........................................61110743

TIPS AND TRICKS!

PATIO OILING

• Remember that the wood must be thoroughly cleaned before you begin to apply
the oil. Remove dirt and old oil residue
from a previously treated surface with a
suitable cleaning agent.
• It is important that the wood is completely dry when applying the oil. The
surface may very well be dried in the sun
beforehand. Therefore, treatment should
not take place too early in the spring.
• Use a brush, roller or low pressure spray,
and remove any surplus oil with a rag.
When you have finished with the oil, clean
the brushes with detergent/soapy water
or gum turpentine.

TAR OIL

Are you tired of your discoloured wooden
deck? Then Auson Tar Oil is something for
you. It is a pure natural product that protects
the wood and preserves the light hue. With
Auson Tar Oil, you achieve long lasting
protection and a stylish surface with a clear
wood pattern. Your patio will look good – and
it will stay that way. All you have to do is treat
the wood e very second or third year. The oil
is also excellent for fences, untreated garden
furniture and planter boxes.
Coverage: 6–10 m2/litre depending
on the surface.

TREATED WITH TAR OIL

VOLUME
ITEM NO.
1 TIN���������������������������������������������������������� 60700401
3 L TIN������������������������������������������������������� 60700472
10 L TIN����������������������������������������������������� 60700556

TREATED WITH ORDINARY OIL
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WILD BOAR
TAR

CHINESE
WOOD OIL

SLEEPER OIL

Auson Wild Boar Tar is used to make hunting

Sleeper oil is used for surface treatment and

Chinese Wood Oil is a classic Chinese oil

wild boar easier. Impregnate a tree trunk or

dark varnishing of railway sleepers, posts and

based on ‘Tung Oil’ combined with linseed oil

wooden post with the scent by brushing a

fences. Sleeper oil is based on Genuine Pine

and solvents.

generous layer of tar onto the surface. The tar

Tar which provides the best protection against

will then attract the wild boar, as it signals that

the elements. Sleeper oil is painted on liberally

the tree is rich in resin which wild boar use to

so that the oil can penetrate the wood.

Coverage: 4–10 m2/litre.

rid themselves of skin parasites. Wild boar like
to rub themselves against the tarred tree. By
using Auson Wild Boar Tar regularly, you can

Coverage: 5–8 m2/litre.

attract wild boar to your hunting ground all
year round.
Coverage: 2–4 m2/litre depending on the surface.

VOLUME
ITEM NO.
600 ML AEROSOL CAN����������������������������� 60100096
5 L TIN������������������������������������������������������� 60101545

VOLUME
ITEM NO.
3 L TIN������������������������������������������������������� 20400473

SIZE
ART. NO.
1 L TIN......................................................60590401
3 L TIN......................................................20300473

RAW LINSEED BOILED
GUM
OIL
LINSEED OIL TURPENTINE
For surface protection of wood, manufacturing

For surface protection of wood, manufacturing

Genuine gum turpentine is a biodegradable

paint and mixing with pine tar.

paint and mixing with pine tar.

solvent used to dilute pine tar and linseed oil
paints.

VOLUME
ITEM NO.
1 L BOTTLE����������������������������������������������� 67000201
5 L CAN����������������������������������������������������� 67000265
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VOLUME
ITEM NO.
1 L BOTTLE����������������������������������������������� 67100201
5 L CAN����������������������������������������������������� 67100265

SIZE
ART. NO.
1 L BOTTLE..............................................66000201
5 L CAN....................................................66000265
25 L CAN..................................................66000259
176 KG DRUM..........................................66604790
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NORRA ARNÖ, NYKÖPING
17 terraced houses near the water
Construction firm: Maison Forte
Architect: Lomars Arkitekter
Colour: Auson Vitriol Pine Tar
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TAR AND TERRACED
HOUSES IN NYKÖPING
In Norra Arnö, a Nyköping neighbourhood undergoing rapid development, developer Maison Forte has
recently completed seventeen very special terraced
houses, all painted with Auson Vitriol Pine Tar. We
couldn’t be prouder or more delighted! Elinor Collin
and her family recently moved into one of the area’s
larger houses, spanning 150 square metres.

What made you choose Norra Arnö?
“We wanted to live close to the water, and here we have the
Baltic just a stone’s throw away. What clinched it for us was
Norra Arnö’s location, and above all the house itself.”
Maison Forte collaborated with architecture firm Lomar
Arkitekter on this project, and resulting houses are defined
by their exclusivity. This applies to everything, from the
materials and the design to the layout and the wellconsidered details. Vitriol Pine Tar is one such detail, but
without a doubt this is one detail that has no qualms about
taking the limelight.
“We love the colour! When we moved in it was more
of a brown shade. Since then it’s already taken on its
characteristic grey tone, and it’s becoming even more
beautiful by the day. To be honest, quite simply I think it’s a
really nice colour, but I also like the fact it blends in so well
with its surroundings, the material, and the design of the
houses,” explains Elinor Collin.
The results achieved have been so good that Maison Forte
is now set to use more Auson paints in upcoming projects.
All concerned, from the developers and architects to the
residents, happily sing the praises of what is sometimes
called nature’s own paint. Auson calls this tjärlek – tar love.
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TRADITION AND INNOVATION
SINCE 1928
Auson is a family-owned business founded in 1928 that
focuses on sustainable chemical products. One of our
business areas constitutes tar products, where we are
leading in the Nordic region. Among the products we offer
today are traditional and sustainable products based on
pine tar. For a long time, pine tar was the only known
method of preserving wood. Auson maintains this tradition
and carries it forward with pride. Tar is a natural product
and still the best way to protect wood. And, by many
accounts, the most beautiful.

Auson AB

Verkstadsgatan 3,

SE-434 42 Kungsbacka
Sweden
18-02

Tel +46 (0)300-56 20 00
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auson.se

Auson’s business system complies with the requirements

Learn more at:

tjarlek.com

in SS-EN ISO 9001 and SS-EN ISO 14001.

ISO
14001

ISO
9001

